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Newspapers as a resource

Uses

• Newspapers often represent the most extensive documentation of a 

community’s activities. (ourdigitalworld.ca)
• Genealogy – births, deaths and marriages

• PRGG went through newspapers manually collecting this information

• Family history

• All sorts of stories, including some surprises

• Fun of reading and discovering ‘history’



Value of newspapers for Genealogy
• Traditional use of newspapers for BMD – PR Genealogy Group

Town Crier – 17 Oct 1938 
page 2 Town Crier – 9 Oct 1939 

page 4

PR News– 3 Jun 1937 
page 7



PRHM Newspaper Collection

Powell River News

• 1927 - 1998

Town Crier
• 1937 – 1998 – except for part of 1941 up to end of 1949 and 1965-

1969 which PRHM has but not digitized

• First issues (before 1937) printed on legal size sheets on a copier – not 

digitized yet.

Completed

• 1927 – 1988 as of time of presentation – 1989 in progress now

Collection

• About 75,000-80,000 pages of PR News and Town Crier

• About 62,000 pages completed to date



Early value of newspapers to me
My 2x great-grandfather 
Oliver Duncan and his 
brother William in Comox 
in 1862.

Clipping from Comox Valley 
Free Press in Aunt Jessie’s 
collection. Unknown date.

Victoria Daily Colonist – 24 Sep 1864 page 3
http://britishcolonist.ca



Early value of newspapers to me
The next part of the story

• 1870 confirmed by 
passenger lists for port of 
New York on ship China.

• Took the newly 
completed 
transcontinental railway 
across the US

• Steamer from San 
Francisco to Victoria

Clipping from Comox Valley 
Free Press in Aunt Jessie’s 
collection. Unknown date.



Early value of newspapers to me
• My 2x great-grandfather Oliver Duncan wasn’t able to attend 

his daughter’s (Barbara) wedding

• Marriage took place 1 Oct 1879 in Victoria

• Newspaper indicates he left the previous day

• Could see people in wedding party arriving by ship in the newspaper

Victoria Daily Colonist –
01 Oct 1879 page 3
https://britishcolonist.ca



Early value of newspapers to me
•My wife’s grandparents move from Winnipeg to 

Vancouver at an unknown date, prior to 1911 census 

– I knew they lived at 271 Alfred Avenue, Winnipeg

Winnipeg Free Press - 22 Jul 1910 page 17
https://newspaperarchive.com/winnipeg-free-press-jul-22-1910-p-17/



Early value of newspapers to me
• Grandfather’s trip to 

Hay River in 1896/7

• Talks about the end –

other newspapers have 

the beginning part.

• These sort of things got 

my interest up.

https://newspaperarchive.com/winnipeg-free-press-mar-29-1897-p-4/



Digitization at PRHM

• About 2008, started volunteering at PRHM

• Scanning negatives

• About 2010, built a book scanner that photographed two 

pages at once with cheap digital cameras – faster than flat 
bed scanners and cheaper. First digitization of Digesters.

• Then built a 2 axis computer-controlled machine that 
photographed a single page as four photos, which were 

stitched together to make the page image.

• Started with 1927 PR News.



Digitization at PRHM

• Camera technology improved to point where one 

photo could handle the whole page with required 

resolution.

• New frame with computer-controlled movement in 

three axes.

•Web technology used in current museum website 

does not support the online searching of our 

newspapers.

•Must search at the museum.



Recent Use of PRHM digitized materials

• to get material for a book on the Southcotts (my 

wife’s family). Newspapers (1927-1979 at the time) 

and Digesters (1922– 1965)

• PR News, Town Crier and Digester to cover Powell 

River – 208 articles/photos used (more found).
• 64 Digester, 144 Newspapers

• British Newspaper Archive for England stories.

• Newspaper Archive and Newspapers.com for other 

Canadian stories in Winnipeg and Vancouver.



The Process - Photo

• Take a photo of the 

page

• Transfer the photo to a 

computer

•Organize the files into 

folders by issue

• Rename files to match 

issue



The Process –Original photo
• Photo from camera.



The Process – What needs fixing
• Red rectangle highlights 

some of these problems

• Crop

• Perspective
• Barrel distortion
• Rotate

• Background colour - not 
enough contrast
• Ragged edges



The Process – Contrast
•Our eye says the blacks 

look quite black.

• Count each pixel of each 

shade of grey.

• No blacks and no whites.



The Process – Contrast
• Final result.

•Got rid of the grey 

background.

•Made the black blacker.



The Process – How fixing it looks



The Process – The Transformation
Original photo Cropped Greyscale Final Result



The Process – OCR to PDF

• OCR = Optical Character Recognition.

• Software uses pattern matching to figure out the 

characters in the image of the page.

• OCR works best on black characters on a white 

background and the text is horizontal.

• Has to deal with multiple fonts and styles in many sizes.

• Should recognize text vs. photo or graphics.

• Should recognize paragraphs, columns and articles.

• Must keep track of where each word/character is.



The Process – Font variation

• Generally does poorly on 
handwriting and fancy fonts
• Could recognize text in a photo 

instead of recognizing a photo.



The Process – OCR to PDF

BOTTOM LINE
• OCR IS FAR FROM PERFECT
• Will find typically high 90% of search terms, but no 

guarantees.
• Photo quality is not good, but due to half-toning, photos in a 

newspaper are never great quality.



The Process – Half-toning

• Grid of dots
• Size of dots sets perceived blackness
• Suppressing grey background typically reduces

detail in bright parts of the photo



The Process – Index PDFs

•OCR produces a PDF file that is searchable with all 

text embedded in the PDF, along with the page 

image.

• Create an index of essentially every word in the 

document rather than just predefined keywords as in 

a manually produced index. (ignores words like ‘the’ 

and ‘and’, for example).

• Indexing speeds up the search process especially 

with large numbers of documents.



The Process – Index PDFs

• 62,000 pages with say, 1000 words per page, gives 

62 million words to search.

• Even though searches with indexes may look slow, 

they are fast compared to going through 62 million 

words to find what you want.



The Digester

• If searching newspapers, you should consider searching 
Digesters as well. For my search, 64 from Digester.
• A company produced magazine for employees started by 

PR Co in 1922 and carried on by MacMillan Bloedel until 
1965.
• Produced weekly at start, switched to monthly, then bi-

monthly and finally quarterly by the time it was 
discontinued.
• Started with a strong Powell River emphasis with PR Co. 

but shifted with MB to less Powell River related.



The Digester

• Searchable and indexed, like the newspapers.

• The photos and the quality of the output are higher 

because it was printed on high quality paper with a 

higher quality half-toning process – dots are closer 

together.



Searching Newspapers / Digester

From this

To this



Search Newspapers or Digesters
• All documents are PDF files and searched via Acrobat 

Reader DC.
• Three search types:
• Find
• Single document single word

• Advanced search
•Many documents or complex searches 

including multiple words or phases
• Advanced search with Index
• Fast searches of large number of pages with 

features of advanced search.
•Most often will do an initial search with Advanced 

search with index.



Advanced Search
• Edit menu / Advanced Search

• keyboard shortcut of Ctrl-Shift-F 

(Win) or Command(⌘)-Shift-F (Mac). 

• Two possible dialogs could appear, 
one with ‘Show More Options’ and 

other with Show Fewer Options’ at 
the bottom.

• If no ‘blue’ options shown at bottom, 
drag bottom of dialog to enlarge it.

• If you see ‘Show More Options’ click 

it and you will see the second dialog.



Advanced Search - Index
- Click on Look In box 

and click ‘Currently 

Selected Indexes’.

- Options in ‘Look In’ 

dropdown below the 

top 4 options 

dependent on the 

computer being 

used, so expect 

differences.

- Remember ‘Show 

More Options’ if no 

‘Look In’ box.



Advanced Search – Index - Options
• Checkboxes towards middle
• Whole Words Only 

• Unchecked - ‘every’ finds 
‘everyone’, ‘everybody’, ‘everything’ 
and ‘nevery’

• Checked - ‘every’ finds only that 
word with either spaces or 
punctuation delimiting it eg. ‘ every.’ 
or ‘ Every.‘

• Case Sensitive 
• Unchecked - ‘every’ will find ‘Every’ 

as well as ‘every’
• Checked - ‘every’ finds only ‘every’ 

but not ‘Every’.



Advanced Search – Index - Options
• Match Exact Word or Phrase

• Looks for ‘every body’ in example

• Looking for George Smith would only find 

‘George Smith’ but not ‘George’ or ‘Smith’.

• Match Any of the words
• Looks for either ‘every’ or ‘body’

• Looking for George Smith would find George, 

George Brown, John Smith, etc.

• OCR errors can complicate the search eg. if 

George Smith was OCR’d as ‘George Smitli’ 

(damage to h can be interpreted as ‘li’) not 

found.



Advanced Search – More match cond’ns
• Proximity Searches - Find two or more words that 

are separated by no more than a specified number 
of words, as set in the Search preferences. 
Available only for a search of multiple documents 
or index definition files, and when ‘Match All of the 
words’ is selected. PROCESS IS SLOWER!

• Stemming - Finds words that contain part (the 
stem) of the specified search word. For example, a 
search for ‘opening’ finds instances of ‘open’, 
‘opened’, ‘opens’, and ‘openly’. This option 
applies to single words and phrases when you 
search the current PDF, a folder, or an index. 
• Wildcard characters (*, ?) aren’t allowed
• Stemming isn’t available if either Whole Words Only 

or Case-Sensitive is selected.



Advanced Search - Results

• Enter search term, set the ‘matching’ 

conditions and click the Search button.

• Results will show up like this.

• Summary shows it found 18,216 hits 

(instances) in 216 documents while 

searching the 1980-PRNews (which 

would be the whole decade from 

1980-89).

• Shows each file where an instance was 

found



Advanced Search – Relevance

• By default, the search will sort the files 

that have the most relevance, i.e. the 

file with the most occurrences of the 

search term to the top of the list.

• This will often be the best choice

• However, you may like to see in date 

order.

• Click on the ‘Sort by:’ dropdown and 

chose Filename 

• Filenames are created so that this 

option will present the list in increasing 

date order – oldest first.



Advanced Search – Date order

• If you want to see the results sorted in 

date order with the oldest first, click 

drop down at end of ‘Sort by’ and 

chose ‘Filename’.



Advanced Search - Results

• Click on the arrow in front of the file 

and it will show more detail on what it 

found.

• Shows that in the issues in the Feb 

1980 PRNews, there were at least 3 

instance of something containing 

‘every’.

• Shows some wording around the 

search word to give context.

• When you find something of interest, 

click on the line of interest.



Advanced Search - Results

• The page will be shown with the word 

in the results line clicked. This particular 

occurrence is not one shown on the 

previous page.

• You can return to the previous search 

results and find something else. Repeat 

until nothing else of interest.

• NOTE: Previous search results window 

could be hidden

• You could also use the Find option of 

Reader DC to find other things in the 

current file.



Find
• If you click on the Edit menu item and chose the Find 

item (alternatively, use the keyboard shortcut Ctrl-F 
on Windows or Command(⌘)-F on MacOS)
• Type Search word into text box



Find

• If ‘everyone’ is the desired word, click on it.

• Highlights the first occurrence of the word.

• For next instance, click Next button or press  

Enter/Return key.

• The highlight location is 

from OCR process.



Find – match conditions
• Click the gear icon

• Whole Words Only and Case 
Sensitive Options available to limit 
the search results.

• 13 ‘everyone’ (case insensitive) but 
only 1 ‘Everyone’ (case sensitive)

• Enter/Return or click Next

Case insensitive, whole words – finds 
‘everyone’ and ‘Everyone’.

Case sensitive, whole words – finds only 
‘Everyone’.



Find – Full Reader Search
• Click on gear icon and then click ‘Open Full 

Reader Search …’

• Match Exact Word or Phrase
• Looks for ‘every body’ in example

• Match Any of the words
• Looks for either ‘every’ or ‘body’

• OCR errors can complicate the search eg. if 
George Smith was OCR’d as ‘George Smitli’ 
(damage to h can be interpreted as ‘li’) not 
found.



Examples of Searches
• Audience supplied search terms / phrases.

• Dr. Henderson

• Golden Stanley

• Billy Goat Smith

• Patricia Theatre




